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More beauty. More options. Same toughness.

New Wood-Ultrex
4 Panel Sliding
French Door.
Introducing Integrity’s NEW 4 Panel Sliding French Door. The latest addition
to Integrity’s lineup of Wood-Ultrex® doors, the 4 Panel Sliding French Door
is available in standard and custom sizes up to 16' wide and 8' tall. The 4 Panel
Sliding French Door opens homes to new design possibilities.

Integrity Wood-Ultrex Doors
All Integrity Wood-Ultrex Series doors feature a rich wood interior and an exterior built with the strength of Ultrex
pultruded fiberglass. The ultimate combination of beauty and toughness, all Integrity doors can be customized to accent
any home design with multiple exterior color choices, hardware styles and finishes, custom sizes and divided lite patterns.
With a variety of screen and insulated glass options, Integrity doors are Built to Perform® in any climate with tough,
low-maintenance Ultrex exteriors featuring the industry’s best fiberglass finish. Sliding doors are available in 2, 3 and
now 4 panel configurations; Inswing and Outswing French Doors are available in 1, 2 and 3 panel configurations.

Inswing French Door

Outswing French Door

Sliding French Door

Sliding Patio Door

Visit IntegrityWindows.com/Doors to learn more about our entire lineup of Wood-Ultrex Doors and the toughness of Ultrex.

A company built on a foundation of values.
In 1994, Integrity was born from The Marvin® Companies’ century-long heritage of service, craftsmanship and quality
with a focus on all-out performance. We’re proud to manufacture the most innovative fiberglass doors on the market,
backed by top-notch customer support and incomparable value. When you choose Integrity doors, you support a
small-town, family-owned and-operated company that supports the communities in which we do business.
“At Integrity from Marvin Windows and Doors, we didn’t just join
the fiberglass window and door industry — we pioneered it.”
Susan Marvin
President, Marvin® Windows and Doors

ultrex: quite possibly the perfect
building material.
Integrity windows and doors are Built to Perform® with Ultrex®, our highly durable, state-of-the-art pultruded fiberglass
with a patented finish that outlasts and outperforms vinyl, roll-form aluminum and vinyl/wood composites. We use Ultrex
to manufacture windows and doors that endure the elements without showing age or wear. That’s toughness.
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aama verified fiberglass finish
Ultrex is the first and only fiberglass finish to be verified to any of AAMA’s voluntary finish specifications for fiber reinforced
thermoset profiles (fiberglass). The Ultrex patented acrylic cap finish is verified AAMA 623-10 and 624-10, and has passed
the AAMA 625-10 lab-based performance test protocols; 625-10 outdoor weathering test protocols are in process. With
the industry’s best fiberglass finish, Ultrex resists fading, chalking, scratching and cracking to keep your project looking
good for years to come.
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Visit IntegrityWindows.com/Doors to learn more
about our entire lineup of Wood-Ultrex Doors and
the toughness of Ultrex.
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